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Inspiration in design | Excellence in performance

ABOUT
KARRIMOR SF
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Karrimor SF is a UK company with a long and successful
history of designing and manufacturing load carriage solutions for
demanding environments. The Karrimor SF brand enjoys a wide and
loyal following globally in the outdoor community but is best known
within the military and law enforcement.
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As a leading global manufacturer of load carriage, Karrimor SF supplies a
network of dealers and distributors as well as contracting directly with military, law
enforcement and leading defence manufacturers worldwide.
With a reputation for well designed, trusted and reliable products, Karrimor SF continues to
demonstrate an enviable track record of supplying successful load carriage solutions
designed for the modern war fighter and extreme adventurers alike.
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Karrimor SF history & vision

Karrimor SF is different to many other
brands available on the market because our
product range has evolved from
working with and listening to the end
user. Our product testing procedures
involve putting our prototype products
through rigorous acceptance trials where
every seam and stitch will be scrutinised to
ensure it is ﬁt-for-purpose when used in
hostile and challenging conditions.
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OUR MISSION

OUR VISION

Whether trekking to the polar caps or
operating in a war zone, we understand
that our equipment will play an
important part in the success of your
mission. We will seek to identify new
innovative design and material
technologies in order to improve strength
as well as reducing weight of our
products. We will continue to listen to our
customers and to improve our products
through integrated and modular designs.

Within the next ﬁve years, Karrimor SF will
continue to be recognised as one of the
best rucksack and load carriage
equipment makers in the world and to
build on gaining market share by
increasing its international distribution
network.
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SABRE 30
Lightweight and effective, the Sabre 30 includes ski

Fabric: KS60-RS

guides which allow longer items such as skis to be carried

KS60-RS is a 600 Denier polyester fabric with a Silicone/

on the sides of the pack. Includes elasticated side pockets

PU elastomer coating that gives excellent tear and

and zipped lid compartment. Constructed with lighter

abrasion resistance with the benefit of being lighter

weight fabrics resulting in less weight to carry without a

in weight. The fabric is finished with a durable water

detrimental effect on durability.

repellent (DWR). Multicam and other camouflage models

Capacity: 30 Litre

are manufactured from 500D Infra-Red Reflective (IRR)

Coolmesh back system

Colours available:

C

Features

E

fabric.

Sternum strap

Olive

Coyote

Black Multicam

EN

S-shaped shoulder harness
Grey

One main compartment
Compression straps

EF

Zipped lid compartment
Stuff pockets
Shock cord carry system
Ski guides
Rotproof thread
Reinforced with bartacks
Durable water repellent (DWR)

2.5 litre side pockets suitable for water bottles

detrimental effect on durability.
Capacity: 35 Litre.
Features
Coolmesh back system
S-shaped shoulder harness
Sternum strap
One main compartment

F

YKK® zips

ideal day sack. The Sabre 35 includes two fixed

fabrics resulting in less weight to carry without a

TS
A

Hydration system compatible

Lightweight and versatile, the Sabre 35 is an

or other items. Constructed with lighter weight

D

Twin ice axe holders

SABRE 35

Integrated side pockets

O

Integrated security pockets
Zipped lid compartment

TY

Stuff pockets
Hydration system compatible Shock cord carry
system

PE
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Twin ice axe holders
Durable water repellent (DWR) Reinforced with
bartacks
Rotproof thread

O

YKK® zips

PR

Fabric: KS60-RS
KS60-RS is a 600 Denier polyester fabric with a
Silicone/PU elastomer coating that gives excellent
tear and abrasion resistance with the benefit of
being lighter in weight. The fabric is finished with a
durable water repellent (DWR). Multicam and other
camouflage models are manufactured from 500D
Infra-Red Reflective (IRR) fabric.
Colours available:

3
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Olive

Coyote

Black

Multicam

Grey
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SABRE DELTA 25

EF

With the Coolmesh wind tunnel back system the
Delta 25 allows moisture to evaporate and be
carried away from your back. With multiple options

D

for carrying items and stowing equipment. The
Delta 25 is a versatile and comfortable daysack
solution that offers an effective pack ideal for

TS
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multiple roles.
Capacity: 25 Litre
Features

“There is no such
thing as bad weather,
only inappropriate
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equipment.”
Sir Ranulph Fiennes
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Coolmesh Windtunnel back system
S-shaped shoulder harness
Sternum strap
One main compartment
Mesh side pockets
Hydration system compatible
Compression straps
Shock cord carry system
Crampon loops
Ice axe holder
Map pocket
Rotproof thread
Reinforced with bartacks
Durable water repellent (DWR)
YKK® zips

Fabric: KS100e
KS100e is a 1000 Denier Nylon fabric coated
with a Silicone/PU elastomer for improved tear
strength and flex resistance. Finished with a
fluorocarbon durable water repellent (DWR) that
improves the water resistance of the fabric.
Colours available:

Olive

Coyote

Black

6
Multicam

Grey

SABRE 75

SABRE 45

The Sabre 75 has a coolmesh back with removable F-Format

45 offers the user a reliable and durable load carriage
system. The removable F-Format internal frame can be
shaped to conform to the back profile of the user.
Additional PLCE side pockets and hydration systems
may be attached to the pack further increasing its
capacity and functionality.
Capacity: 75 Litre.

Coolmesh back system

profile.With crampon loops and ice axe holders, the Sabre 75

F-Format internal frame (removable)

was designed for mountaineering although many other uses

Padded waist belt

exist. Ideal for shorter durations, the Sabre 75 also has the

S-shaped shoulder harness

capacity for extended use. PLCE side pockets and hydration

Sternum strap

systems may also be attached.

One main compartment

Fabric: KS100e

F-Format internal frame (removable)
S-shaped shoulder harness

PU elastomer for improved tear strength and flex resistance.

Zipped lid compartment

Finished with a fluorocarbon durable water repellent (DWR)

Stuff pockets

that improves the water resistance of the fabric. Camouflage

Crampon loops

models are manufactured from 500D Infra-Red Reflective

Twin ice axe holders

EF

Sternum strap

(IRR) fabric.

One main compartment
Compatible with side pockets (PLCE)

Map pocket (fits A4)
Durable water repellent (DWR)

D

Compression straps

Compatible with side pockets (PLCE)
Lid carriage straps

EN

Coolmesh back system

Compression straps

KS100e is a 1000 Denier Nylon fabric coated with a Silicone/

C

Features

Features

internal frame which can be formed to the users back

E

Described as a ‘must have’ in Military circles, the Sabre

Shock cord carry system

TS
A

Zipped lid compartment
Crampon loops
Twin ice axe holders
Rotproof thread
Reinforced with bartacks

F

Durable water repellent (DWR)

Olive

Coyote

Black Multicam

Grey

O

YKK® zips

Colours available:

TY

Fabric: KS100e
KS100e is a 1000 Denier Nylon fabric coated
strength and flex resistance. Finished with a
fluorocarbon durable water repellent (DWR) that
improves the water resistance of the fabric.
Camouflage models are manufactured from 500D

PR

O

Infra-Red Reflective (IRR) fabric.
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with a Silicone/PU elastomer for improved tear

Colours available:

Olive
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Coyote

Black

Multicam

Grey
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X-LITE 15

Highly respected amongst extreme users for its sheer

Using light weight and design the X-Lite 15 is a highly

versatility. The Sabre 60-100 includes the SA (size

compressible 15 Litre pack which can be stowed in a pouch

Lightweight

adjustable) back system allowing on-the-back and on-

or pocket when not in use. The Nylon fabric whilst light

One main compartment

the- move adjustments to reduce muscle fatigue. The

weight is still durable and water resistant over time. The

Zipped front entry

dividable main compartment and hooped lower entry

X-Lite 15 includes one main compartment with additional

Zipped external utility pocket

zip allows easy access to equipment in the bottom of

pockets on the pack body as well as the waist belt.

Zipped hipbelt pockets

the rucsac. Side pockets and other PLCE compatible

Compatible with hydration system the drinking hose exits

Sternum strap

items may be attached.

through the shoulder straps.

Hydration system compatible

Capacity: 60-100 Litre.

Capacity: 15 Litre

Features

Fabric: KS210e

Padded hip belt

elastomer coating that gives excellent tear and abrasion

S-shaped shoulder harness

resistance with the benefit of being lighter in weight. The

Sternum strap

fabric is finished with a durable water repellent (DWR).

D

Hooped lower entry zip
Compatible with side pockets (PLCE)
Zipped lid compartment
Stuff pockets
Crampon loops
Twin ice axe holders

Helmet friendly lid compression
Rain cover included (colour coded)
Durable water repellent (DWR)

Camouflage models are manufactured from 500D
Infra-Red Reflective (IRR) fabric.

O

improves the water resistance of the fabric.

Colours available:

PR

fluorocarbon durable water repellent (DWR) that

Grey

PE
R

YKK® zips

strength and flex resistance. Finished with a

Black

TY

Reinforced with bartacks

with a Silicone/PU elastomer for improved tear

Coyote

O

Grab handle on side

KS100e is a 1000 Denier Nylon fabric coated

Olive

F

Compression straps

Fabric: KS100e

Colours available:

TS
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Lid carriage straps

Features

C
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KS210e is a 210 Denier Nylon fabric with a Silicone/PU

EF

SA back system

Dividable main compartment

11
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SABRE 60 - 100

Olive

Coyote

Black

Multicam

Grey
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Colours available:

Coyote

Black

Multicam

Grey
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PREDATOR 30

Olive

A lightweight and effective day sack, the Predator 30
includes modular webbing which allows a wide range

EF

of pouches to be attached. Longer items such as skis
can also be carried on the sides of the pack. Includes
elasticated side pockets and a zipped lid compartment.

D

The Predator 30 pack is ideal for both short patrols
and with the addition of modular pouches for longer

TS
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ventures.
Features

Coolmesh back system
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S-shaped shoulder harness
Sternum strap
One main compartment
Compression straps
Stuff pockets
Shock cord carry system
Twin ice axe holders
Ski guides
Hydration system compatible
Rotproof thread
Reinforced with bartacks
Durable water repellent (DWR)
YKK® zips

Fabric: KS60
KS60-RS is a 600 Denier polyester fabric with a Silicone/
PU elastomer that gives excellent tear and abrasion
resistance with the benefit of being lighter in weight.
The fabric is finished with a fluorocarbondurable water
repellent (DWR)elastomer coating that gives excellent
tear and abrasion resistance with the benefit of being
lighter in weight. The fabric is finished with a durable
water repellent (DWR).

14

Camouflage models are manufactured from 500D InfraRed Reflective (IRR) fabric.
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PREDATOR PATROL 45
Designed to offer a versatile platform for field operations

Fabric: KS100e

in the 21st Century, the Predator Patrol 45 is based on

KS100e is a 1000 Denier Nylon fabric coated with a

extensive battlefield testing and includes many refinements

Silicone/PU elastomer for improved tear strength and

and evolutionary improvements from previous generations.

flex resistance. Finished with a fluorocarbon durable

Manufactured using the highest quality materials and

water repellent (DWR) which adds water resistance to the

components, the Predator Patrol 45 is designed to operate in

fabric. Camouflage models are manufactured from 500D

extreme conditions and facilitate mission success.

Infra-Red Reflective (IRR) fabric.
Colours available:

E

Capacity: 45 Litre

Concealable waist belt

Olive

Coyote

Black Multicam

Grey

EN

Palm back system

C

Features

Quick release belt buckle
S-shaped shoulder harness

EF

Sternum strap
One main compartment

D

Compatible with side pockets (PLCE)
Lid pocket
Stuff pockets

TS
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Modular attachment system
Ski guides
Compression straps
Carry handle
Rotproof thread

F

Reinforced with bartacks

O

Durable water repellent (DWR)

PR
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YKK® zips
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Crown copyright 2011
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PREDATOR
80 - 130
The capacity of the Predator 80-130 is ideal for longer more

C

adventurous expeditions. The Predator pack includes modular

EN

webbing which allows pouches to be attached and detached.
PLCE side pockets and hydration systems can also be used. The SA
back system allows on- the-back and on-the-move adjustments

EF

to reduce muscle fatigue. The dividable main compartment and
hooped lower entry zip allows easy access to equipment stored at

D

the bottom of the pack.
Features

TS
A

SA back system
Padded waist belt
S-shaped shoulder harness
Sternum strap
Dividable main compartment

F

Hooped lower entry zip
Compatible with side pockets (PLCE)

O

Zipped lid compartment
Stuff pockets

TY

Crampon loops
Twin ice axe holders
Compression straps

PE
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Grab handle on side
Helmet friendly lid compression
Rain cover included (colour coded)
Reinforced with bartacks

O

Durable water repellent (DWR)

PR

YKK® zips
Fabric:KS100e
KS100e is a 1000 Denier Nylon fabric coated with a
Silicone/PU elastomer for improved tear strength and
flex resistance. Finished with a fluorocarbon durable
water repellent (DWR) that improves the water resistance of the
fabric.Camouflage models are manufactured from 500D Infra-Red
Reflective (IRR) fabric.
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Colours available:

Olive

Coyote

Black

Multicam

Grey

MODI 15
Features
Laser cut

fabric with modular capability which reduces weight and

S-shaped shoulder harness

complexity creating a clean modern look.

Removable sternum strap

The MODI 15 design includes a zippered soft lined top

Hydration specialised

pocket and one main compartment both with two way zip

One main compartment

openings. Inside there is a laptop/hydration sleeve with an

Lid pocket

organiser and zipped pockets. A zippered document pocket

Laptop compartment

is included behind the back panel.

Organiser & small item pocket inside

Capacity: 15 Litre

MOLLE compatible

C

sized patrol pack. Constructed with laminated laser cut

E

MODI 15 was created to fulfil a requirement for a smaller

Reinforced with bartacks

KS-LC in Olive, Black and Coyote colours is a 500D Nylon

Durable water repellent (DWR)

face fabric with 210D Nylon laminated on the reverse face

YKK® zips

EF

Fabric: KS-LC

EN

Rotproof thread

to increase strength and durability. Multicam® models are
manufactured using 500D Infra-Red Reflective (IRR) outer

compartment both with two way zip openings.
Inside there is a laptop/hydration sleeve with an
organiser and zipped pockets.
Capacity: 25 Litre
Features

F

Laser cut

Coyote

Black Multicam

O

S-shaped shoulder harness
Removable waist belt
Removable sternum strap
Hydration specialised

Grey

One main compartment
Lid pocket

PE
R

Olive

laminated laser cut fabric with modular capability

a zippered soft lined top pocket and one main

TY

Colours available:

an intermediate sized pack. Constructed with

clean modern look. The MAGNI 25 design includes

TS
A

additional surface coating.

MAGNI 25 was created to fulfil a requirement for

which reduces weight and complexity creating a

D

fabric. SF Grey is a TPU coated 300D Polyester fabric with

MAGNI 25

Laptop compartment
Organiser & small item pocket inside
MOLLE compatible
Rotproof thread

O

Reinforced with bartacks
Durable water repellent (DWR)

PR

YKK® zips
Fabric: KS-LC
KS-LC in Olive, Black, Coyote and Grey colours is a
500D Nylon face fabric with 210D Nylon laminated
on the reverse face to increase strength and
durability.
Multicam® models are manufactured using 500D

Colours available:

219
0

Olive

Coyote

Black

Infra-Red Reflective (IRR) outer fabric.

Multicam

Grey
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THOR 40
Designed to either be worn with or without an existing
body armour system on operations or during training
the THOR 40 uses a modern design with a single
main compartment storage area. Additional storage
locations are included on the lid pocket, in the side
pockets and on the back panel (for an A4 folder or

D

similar items). Additional pouches may be attached
by using the modular webbing present on the sides,

TS
A

front and base. The design facilitates adopting all
firing positions and carrying out kinematic actions in
combat conditions.
Capacity: 40 Litre

F

Features

O

S-shaped shoulder harness
Concealable waist belt
Sternum strap

TY

One main compartment
Lid pocket
Stuff pockets

PE
R

Side compression straps
MOLLE compatible
Rain cover included (solid colour coded)
Rotproof thread

O

Reinforced with bartacks
Durable water repellent (DWR)

PR

YKK® zips
Fabric: KS500e
KS500e is a 500 Denier Nylon fabric coated with a
Silicone/PU elastomer for improved tear strength and
flex resistance. Finished with a fluorocarbon durable
water repellent (DWR) which adds water resistance to
the fabric. Camouflage models are manufactured from

Colours available:

22

Olive

Coyote

Black

500D Infra-Red Reflective (IRR) fabric.

Multicam

Grey
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LOKI HEAVY LOAD

The ODIN 75 uses a modern design with a single main

Designed to either be worn with or without body armour

compartment and additional storage locations on the

systems the LOKI Heavy Load Carrier uses a modern design

SA back system

lid, sides, back and front. Additional pouches may be

with an adjustable ‘non-compartmentalised’ storage area.

Padded hip belt

attached by using the MOLLE system with webbing

Additional pouches may be attached by using the MOLLE

S-shaped shoulder harness

present on the sides and front. Multiple exit ports

system. Webbing is present on the front and on the inside.

Sternum strap

are provided for radio antennas, headset cables and

An adjustable and removable sternum strap is also included.

Modular attachment system

hydration system hoses. The Size Adjustable (SA) back

The Size Adjustable (SA) back system is used which allows

MOLLE compatible

system is used allowing on the move distribution of

on the move adjustment to the distribution of weight.

Multiple compression straps

weight between the shoulders and hips (with belt

Capacity: Adjustable

Removable front panel

Fabric: KS500e

Capacity: 60-100 Litre.

C

attached).

E

ODIN 75

EN

KS500e is a 500 Denier Nylon fabric coated with a Silicone/
Finished with a fluorocarbon durable water repellent (DWR)

Padded hip belt

which adds water resistance to the fabric. Camouflage

S-shaped shoulder harness

models are manufactured from 500D Infra-Red Reflective

Sternum strap

(IRR) fabric.

EF

SA back system

D

One main compartment
Lid pocket

TS
A

Stuff pockets
Compatible with PLCE
Side compression straps
MOLLE compatible
Rain cover included (solid colour coded)

Durable water repellent (DWR)

Fabric: KS500e

O
PR
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Olive

Coyote

Black

Grey

PE
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KS500e is a 500 Denier Nylon fabric coated with a

500D Infra-Red Reflective (IRR) fabric.

Colours available:

TY

YKK® zips

the fabric. Camouflage models are manufactured from

Durable water repellent (DWR)

O

Reinforced with bartacks

water repellent (DWR) which adds water resistance to

Reinforced with bartacks

F

Rotproof thread

flex resistance. Finished with a fluorocarbon durable

Rotproof thread

PU elastomer for improved tear strength and flex resistance.

Features

Silicone/PU elastomer for improved tear strength and

Features

Colours available:

Olive

Coyote

Black Multicam

Grey
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UPLOAD
The Upload laptop bag was originally designed for
to carry ruggedised military specification laptop
computers although other types of laptops (up to
30x35cm) will fit inside the padded compartment.

D

The Upload laptop bag can be used in several
different configurations; Rucsac with padded

TS
A

shoulder straps, a brief case with shoulder straps
concealed or as a shoulder bag (with removable
shoulder strap). Upload includes an internal padded
compartment for the laptop itself and other

F

compartments for cables and associated items.

O

Capacity: 20 Litre
Adjustable fit system

TY

Durable construction
Zipped lid compartment
Removable shoulder strap

PE
R

Padded and rigid
Rotproof thread
Reinforced with bartacks
Durable water repellent (DWR)

O

YKK® zips

PR

Fabric: KS500e
KS500e is a 500 Denier Nylon fabric coated with a
Silicone/PU elastomer for improved tear strength
and flex resistance. Finished with a fluorocarbon
durable water repellent (DWR) which adds water
resistance to the fabric. Camouflage models are
manufactured from 500D Infra-Red Reflective (IRR)
fabric.
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Colours available:

Olive

Coyote

Black
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Multicam

Grey

The whole world is

E

right there. Feel it.

C

Taste it. Breathe it. Live

EN

it with Karrimor SF.”
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Justin Miles
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SABRE
SIDE POCKETS
Designed to be compatible with military issue

EF

PLCE equipment. The Sabre side pockets
attach to Sabre and Predator rucsacs and
other equipment such as vests to add storage

D

capacity. The Sabre side pockets fit the Sabre
45, 75, 60-100 and 80-130 Litre models as well

TS
A

as the Predator 80-130 rucsac.
The side pockets may also be used with the
PLCE yoke (M042) forming a 25 litre day sack.
Supplied in pairs.

F

Capacity: 12.5 Litre (x2)

O

Features
Compatible with PLCE

TY

Rotproof thread
Durable water repellent (DWR)

with a Silicone/PU elastomer for improved tear
strength and flex resistance. Finished with a
fluorocarbon durable water repellent (DWR)
which adds water resistance to the fabric.
Camouflage models are manufactured from
500D Infra-Red Reflective (IRR) fabric.

O

KS100e is a 1000 Denier Nylon fabric coated

PR

Fabric: KS100e

PE
R

YKK® zips

Colours available:

29
Olive

Coyote

Black

Multicam

Grey

PREDATOR SIDE POCKET

PREDATOR MOLLE PANEL

The Predator side pocket PLCE attaches in the same way as a standard PLCE

The Predator MOLLE panel PLCE attaches in the same way

side pocket and can be used on packs outside the Predator range. Two single

as a standard PLCE side pocket and can be used on packs

ammunition/utility pouches are mounted above a single omni pouch allowing

in the Sabre and Predator range with PLCE side zips. MOLLE

a large amount of ammunition or other items to be carried. The Predator side

compatible modular webbing allows pouches to be attached as

pocket is designed to be low profile resolving a key operational issue with the

required.

larger standard pockets in urban operations where access can be restricted.
Features
Features

E

Compatible with PLCE

2 Ammunition pouches each carries; 3 SA80 or similar magazines or, 60x 7.62 link
Omni pouch can hold; 8 SA80 or similar magazines or, 1 Large minimi magazine

pouches
MOLLE compatible

grenades or, 300x 7.62mm link ammunition.

Rotproof thread

EN

(either hard or soft type) or, 2 Small minimi magazines (soft type) or, 8 UGL 40mm

C

Fits in place of side pockets adding facility to attach modular

Durable water repellent (DWR)

Rotproof thread

YKK® zips

EF

Buckle and touch and close tape closures with silencers
Durable water repellent (DWR)

Fabric: KS100e

Colours available:

D

KS100e is a 1000 Denier Nylon fabric coated with a Silicone/
PU elastomer for improved tear strength and flex resistance.

Coyote

Black

Multicam

Finished with a fluorocarbon durable water repellent (DWR)

Grey

TS
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Olive

which adds water resistance to the fabric. Camouflage models

PREDATOR SIDE POCKET
DOUBLE OMNI

F

are manufactured from 500D Infra-Red Reflective (IRR) fabric.

O

The Predator side pocket double omni PLCE attaches in the same way as a
standard PLCE side pocket and can be used on packs outside the Predator
items to be carried. The Predator side pocket double omni is designed to be

Features
Each omni pouch can hold;
8 SA80 or similar magazines or, 1 Large minimi magazine (either hard or soft

Buckle and touch and close tape closures with silencers
Bayonet frog may be attached to side
Rotproof thread
Durable water repellent (DWR)

Multicam

Grey

PR

300x 7.62mm link ammunition

Black

O

type) or, 2 Small minimi magazines (soft type) or, 8 UGL 40mm grenades or,

Coyote

PE
R

low profile resolving a key operational issue with the larger standard pockets in
urban operations where access can be restricted.

Olive

TY

range. Two single omni pouches allow a large amount of ammunition or other

Colours available:

Colours available:

Olive
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Coyote

Black

Multicam

Grey
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C
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PLCE YOKE

EN

Size: One size
The PLCE (Personal Load Carriage Equipment) Yoke
allows 2 PLCE Side pockets to be used (available

EF

separately) in a ‘daysack’ configuration. The Yoke is
lighter to carry than a separate daysack. The PLCE

D

side pockets may also be attached to compatible
rucsacs for carriage over greater distances with a
full complement of other equipment.

TS
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One Yoke system and two PLCE Side pockets are
required.
Features
Lightweight

F

Converts side pockets to pack

O

Rotproof thread

TY

Fabric: KS100e
KS100e is a 1000 Denier Nylon fabric coated with a
and flex resistance. Finished with a fluorocarbon
durable water repellent (DWR) which adds water
resistance to the fabric. Camouflage models are
manufactured from 500D Infra-Red Reflective (IRR)

PR

O

fabric.

PE
R

Silicone/PU elastomer for improved tear strength

Colours available:

Olive
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Coyote

Black

Multicam

Grey

DRY BAG 40

DRY BAG SIDE POCKETS
Designed to be used inside smaller rucsacs the Dry Bag 40 has a

Designed to be used inside the Sabre Side Pockets

roll-top closure with securing clip to ensure a highly water resistant

the Dry Bag Side Pockets have a roll-top closure with

seal. They may also be used outside the pack for buoyancy during

securing clip to ensure a highly water resistant seal.

river crossings.

They may also be used outside the pack for buoyancy
during river crossings.

Features:
Water resistant

Rotproof thread

Roll top closure
Rotproof thread

EN

Fabric KS-4
Fabric KS-4

A light 4 oz nylon with a waterproof polyurethane (PU) coating.

C

Roll top closure

E

Features:

Water resistant

A light 4 oz nylon with a waterproof
Weight: 150g

EF

polyurethane (PU) coating.

Colours available:

D

Weight: 200g (pair)

Coyote

Black

TS
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Olive

DRY BAG 90

Colours available:

F

Designed to be used inside larger rucsacs the Dry Bag 90 has a
seal. They may also be used outside the pack for buoyancy during

Features:

Black

Fabric KS-4
A light 4 oz nylon with a waterproof polyurethane (PU) coating.
Weight: 240g

Colours available:

Coyote

O

Rotproof thread

PR

Roll top closure

PE
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Water resistant
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Coyote
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river crossings.

Olive

Olive

O

roll-top closure with securing clip to ensure a highly water resistant

Black
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SMALL UTILITY POUCH

ROLL UP DUMP POUCH

The Predator Small utility pouch with QR- Modular is ideal for

The Predator Roll up dump pouch with QR-Modular is

securing small items of equipment. With covered zip opening the

versatile and useful in many different circumstances. When

contents are protected from loss. The QR-Modular system allows the

not in use the pouch rolls away on itself into a neat un-

pouch to be attached easily to standard modular systems as well as

obtrusive package secured with touch and close tape. When

being quickly removable if required. Capacity: 1 Litre

required the pouch can be unrolled forming a large dump
pouch with elasticated top closure. The flap can also be used
to defeat the elastic opening or to temporarily secure it.

Features

E

Capacity: 6 Litre

Quick Release Modular

Features

Ideal for carrying smaller items

C

Secure zip closure
Quick Release Modular

Durable water repellent (DWR)

Rolls up when not in use

YKK® zip

Large capacity

EN

Rotproof thread

EF

Elasticated opening

Ideal for empty magazines or evidence gathering

Fabric: KS100e.

Secure touch and close tape

D

Colours available:

Fabric: KS100e
KS100e is a 1000 Denier Nylon fabric coated with a Silicone/

Coyote

Black

Multicam

Grey

TS
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Olive

PU elastomer for improved tear strength and flex resistance.
Finished with a fluorocarbon durable water repellent (DWR)

LARGE UTILITY POUCH

which adds water resistance to the fabric. Camouflage
models are manufactured from 500D Infra-Red Reflective

Designed to securely carry larger items including Minimi hard and

F

(IRR) fabric.

soft ammunition boxes the Predator Large utility pouch with QRthe front. The opening is secured with a zip to ensure items can be

TY

carried with a good degree of confidence. The OR-Modular system
allows the pouch to be attached easily to standard modular systems

Quick Release Modular
Modular attachment system

Coyote

Black

Multicam

Grey

O

Carries 1 Minimi soft or hard box or other items as required

Olive

PE
R

as well as being quickly removable if required. Capacity: 2.55 Litre
Features

Colours available:

O

Modular also allows additional modular items to be attached to

Secure zip closure

PR

Elastic loops inside
Rotproof thread
Durable water repellent (DWR)
YKK® zip
Fabric: KS100e.
Colours available:
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Olive

Coyote

Black

Multicam

Grey
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IA MEDICAL POUCH
The IA Medical pouch with QR-Modular is designed to carry essential

EF

EN

C

E

battlefield medical items such as trauma dressings and tourniquets. The
grab webbing and a back plate with QR-Modular attachment system. In
normal use the removable pouch is secured to the back plate with touch
and close tape and a buckle. When required the buckle can be released
and the pouch pulled off allowing it to be taken or thrown to the casualty
and point of need. Capacity: 1.2 Litre
Features

D

Quick Release Modular
Immediate access throw system
Secure until required

TS
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Large internal volume
Touch and close tape for ID/Blood group
Reinforced with bartacks
Durable water repellent (DWR)
YKK® zip

Colours available:

Fabric: KS100e.

F
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design is in two parts, a detachable medical pouch with highly visible

Olive

Coyote

Black Multicam

Grey

PREDATOR OMNI POUCH
The Predator Omni pouch with QR- Modular is designed to attach to
any modular enabled equipment such as the Predator Patrol 45 or issue
body armour. With a large capacity the pouch can be used for either
ammunition or other items as required. When not in use or part filled the
pouch can be compressed to maintain a low profile. Capacity: 3.4 Litre
Features
Quick Release Modular
Buckle and touch and close tape
closures with silencers
Omni pouch can hold;
8 SA80 or similar magazines or, 1 Large minimi magazine (either hard
or soft type) or, 2 Small minimi magazines (soft type) or, 8 UGL 40mm
grenades or, 300x 7.62mm link ammunition
Rotproof thread
Durable water repellent (DWR)
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Fabric: KS100e
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Colours available:

Olive

Coyote

Black

Multicam

Grey

E

OEM &
CONTRACT MANUFACTURING

C

Karrimor SF has developed an outstanding reputation for working closely with many of the world’s leading Defence and

EN

Security organisations. Karrimor SF is heavily involved in designing, developing and delivering many first class load carriage
solutions to the frontline warfighter and security operator. With 100s of thousands of our systems in use worldwide we cover
a diverse range of end user defined solutions including individual hydration systems, grab bags, 60mm mortar carriers,

EF

electronic counter measures (ECM) packs, radio and comms packs, patrol packs, specialists satellite packs, large packs, air
crew survival packs and others.

PR

Karrimor SF are experienced in managing the supply chain in a structured way to ensure that customer requirements are
fully met.
Close relationships with our suppliers helps maintain confidence levels and deliver flexibility whilst fostering an inte- grated and proactive approach.
The specification of components, materials, manufacturing and logistics utilised in its own Karrimor SF range of load carriage equipment has equipped the company to manage the supply chain effectively.
Our experience and management of the supply chain has allowed us to successfully deliver our sub-contracted part of
programmes such as BOWMAN as well as direct prime contracts with the MOD. Our objective in all cases is to deliver the
requirement to the customer as specified and to agreed delivery dates.
We continue to seek (through management of its suppliers) to maximise the benefits of a competitive market to deliver
best value to the customer whilst conforming to agreed specifications.
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DELIVER

Quality is what we are about.
To ensure that load carriage products are durable
in relation to manufacture, materials and potential
design flaws, we regularly perform QA testing both
on materi- als and finished products. This ensures
that problems in these areas are identified as early
as possible so that improvements can be made if
necessary. Designs are evaluated to ensure that they
are optimised for production line manufacture.
We regularly review the quality of our products, to
make improvements where possible and to re-evaluate them in the light of developments made in other
products. The company focus on product durability
and quality manufacture means that any defects
in design, manufacture or materials identified are
quickly resolved.

TY

Karrimor SF is traditionally known for producing
rucksacks and load carriage systems for military
and law enforcement units; however our capabilities
reach much further than this.
Our expertise is in understanding the relationship
between the physical structure of a human being
and the load that needs to be carried while evaluating the environment it will be used in.
The initial design concept will involve our team gaining a full understanding of the requirements of the
project in order to appreciate the impact of weight
distribution, integration with other pieces of equipment and of course where the product will be used.

DEVELOP
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DESIGN

D

We are able to design and deliver solutions for many problems in multiple different environments.
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SA BACK SYSTEM
S-SHAPED SHOULDER HARNESS

D

EF

Fits your torso perfectly.

VENTILATION CHIMNEY

F
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Gives maximum airflow for
cooling.
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SA BACK SYSTEM
On the back: Adjust positioning of
the sac whatever your size.
On the move: Load redistribution
for less muscle fatigue.

PR

O

SIZE ADJUSTABLE
Fully adjustable to you.
SA regular fit for height 135cm
to 195cm / 5’2” to 6’2”. Fully
adjustable to fit your back length.
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LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINIUM FRAME
Can be customised to follow your
back curve.

CONICAL HIPBELT
Plate transfers load to your pelvis.
Cut to give freedom of movement.
Padded to protect base of spine.
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Get in Touch
1 Fair Oak Court, Clyst
Honiton, Exeter, Devon,
EX5 2BB, United Kingdom
+44 (0)1392 360065
www.karrimorsf.com
info@karrimorsf.com
karrimorsf
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